Tiger Track Men Downed at Newark

Pappas Gives Good Exhibition With Three Seconds—Garland Also Place.

In the first of a series of 13 indoor meets Princeton track men placed in five events at the annual games of the Eastern Intercollegiate Track Association in the 113th Regiment Armory.

Of the six Tiger entries Pappas, who gave away all three of the special apetites of purported athletic excellence in the United States in this meet, placed third.

Neither Lincoln nor Captain Judson Place in the 70-yard hurdle but Gare came third in the 1000-yard handicap, which was won by Lloyd Britton of Boston A. A. in a new and consecutive victory in the indoor season. Garland of Princeton won fourth honors in the 800-yard handicap, the Orange and Black list of place winners.

The summaries:

100-yard dash: Run-off won by Hahn, Burton A. (2.)
90-yard hurdles: Run-off won by Hahn, Burton A. (2.)
110-yard hurdles: Run-off won by Hahn, Burton A. (2.)
400-yard dash: Run-off won by Hahn, Burton A. (2.)
50-yard dash: Run-off won by Hahn, Burton A. (2.)

Second Photograph Competition

Desires Further 1931 Candidates

At last night's meeting of the sec- ond photographic competition of the Board of Managers, the P. J. L. P. 1930 explained that nine P. J. L. P. 1930's are in the competition. Those who signed up for the com- petition are: M. N. Cote, D. D. Craig, E. L. Faye, W. M. New- man, E. B. Summ, R. W. Stengel Jr., and C. R. White. Any others who desire to come out for the competition may do so by signing up in the Pictorial Office at 1.
The Latest Records
The Best in Radio
The Newest Music
The · Music · Shop
University Store Privileges
68% Nassau Street

[Image of music store with products]

"For all things musical"

My Dear Sir—Just one application of OLEAQUA, and you will lose that worried look, it will make your hair lie down, and keep it in perfect position all day long, at the same time OLEAQUA is a real effective dandruff remover, it is the best solution on the market.

JACK HONORE
Barber Shop in Basement of 28 Nassau St. Bldg.,
Opposite Commons,
Telephone 78
Manicuring By Appointment Only

Correct Formal Attire
Is Again Demanding
Full Dress
Correct dressers have confirmed Full Dress as a requirement for exact formality.

The Tuxedo returns to its pre-war standing and use at the more informal events.

Langrock Formal Dress embodies all essentials of style, fit and wearing ease

"Is he dumb?"
"Is he? He's so dumb that he thinks McCosh Walk is a variation of the Varisty Drag."

The following6 things in the Nassau List. It is the PRINCETONIAN Committee's candidate's idea of a 5 point story.

Seniors will battle Freshmen with the Juniors and Sophomores, probably stragling along for first honors in the annual interclass swimming meet which will take place today in Brackow Pool at 4:30.

Today's Lamp is not meant to be funny, We think this is a far too serious time of the year to attempt to be funny. In fact, since both Diogenes and his esteemed counterpart, General Ford, are attending Collo lectures and writing themes, there is not even the slightest reason why today's Lamp should be funny. Now, we've about done. It's just like trying to fill those remaining pages of an examination book in English. And about as sensible.

HOMER BUSH
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The Tiger Bows

To the welcome which will no doubt be extended to the Headmasters' Association by those properly constituted to do so, the Official Virginia would add it greeting; Princeton is honored to be chosen by the headmasters as this place of this year's meeting; it is the hope of the undergraduate body that the success of the gathering will be comparable to the pleasure which it has already evoked.

The occasion affords an unusual opportunity for the present students as well as for all undergraduates to re-establish the contacts of their school days and to enjoy a mature intercourse with those who have occupied the undergraduate seat in their earlier period in their career. For in meeting their former headmasters on a more equal footing that was formerly enjoyed by them, students of today are enabled to evaluate an estimate too often prejudiced by school-astic circumstances. It is hoped that this gathering will judge more clearly what was the exact influence of their former teachers on their intellectual development. It is hoped that the re-union of these students on Sunday afternoon, must not be forgotten that perfect freedom of discussion on all matters pertaining to club membership is sanctioned and invited by the present plan of elections.

There is nothing as essential to the smooth and wholesome atmosphere of a college as the freedom of discussion which goes as far toward clearing the air and lancing the whole question of joining clubs a wholesome atmosphere will certainly reduce the undue emphasis and secrecy attendant upon bidding as much as the rivalry which all colleges have experienced when it was once the custom. When the question of reforming the plan of elections was raised in 1924, it was the secrecy of the former method of bidding which aroused most violent criticism; this new way of treating the matter is by far the most significant feature of the present system.

The only restriction is that which prohibits pledging a Sophomore to a club before March 15th. The hope is entertained that this will receive an invitation before the bids are sent out. The fine between so-called pre-bidding and the relatively legitimate discussion of preferences is difficult to draw; but it can be done, and to do so is essential to the success of the present plan of elections.

In the past, the Sophomore Committee which has commonly been appointed by the Interclub Committee to discuss with the problems arising during the calling period or at the time of elections has not functioned to the extent which it might have.

It is to be hoped that in addition to maintaining the valuable features of the bidding of the past three years, this organization can this year begin to be developed into a means for further elimination of the questions and misunderstandings which inevitably arise between Sophomores and Underclassmen during the weeks which follow.

EDUCATION

Curricula have been set to task to assist the American system of secondary education on various grounds, most important among them being probably the alleged domination of the college entrance examinations over the average preparatory school curriculum, which is held in most cases to force the abandonment of any effort to establish a sound foundation for a liberal education in the more pressing need for intensive drill on the subjects required for admission to college. A favorite device of such writers has been the comparison often drawn between the British public schools and corresponding institutions in this country.

It is something of a relief, therefore, that Compton Mackenzie, in the current issue of Vanity Fair should question the superiority of English methods. He says that the public school boy is forced to endure the tyranny of the mob instinct of a group of young savages, that he is made perhaps for his 'bees' by the doggedness and sluggishness of his work and environment, and that, after he has undergone all this discomfort, he is no mos educated.

As a variant on the popular mode of education, Mr. Mackenzie suggests a series of fairly prolonged sojourns in several foreign countries. At the age of eight, according to the schedule which he lays down, the boy should leave his home and set out for a year with a small family in Spain. After a month at home, he would find himself successively in France, Germany, and perhaps Italy, depending on the variety of varying lengths and would arrive in Spain again by the time that he had reached his twelfth year. At the present youthful globe trotter would enroll at the University of Zurich for two years to acquire a mastery of language, subsequently transferring to Oxford and to the University of Virginia for a similar time.

There are a number of obvious faults in this plan which come to mind. The lack of continuity and stability in such a plan would tend to aggravate the restless quality of the dull savage, and providing a succession of teachers and schools to which he might be expected in most cases to produce rather a culturally receded than a literarily educated gentleman of twenty-two summers. It is doubtful whether the removal of the child from a home influence at the age of eight might not have a similar effect in emphasizing the lack of character training for which the modern movable boarding house is so blamed. It could only be successful in the case of the very unusual boy whose moral stamina and self-reliance were remarkably developed at the inception of his career; and there is great difficulty in deciding with certainty the success of a group of eight-year-olds this development could be said to have taken place.

Mr. Mackenzie has, however, performed a service by tending to lessen the weight which the Anglo-American comparison has hitherto carried, and by emphasizing the idea that clubs should exist in college and preparatory schools alike, of allowing the maximum opportunity for the development of the individual.

It is gratifying to note that more recent developments in institutions of both ranks have been in this direction. The entrance examinations on the preparation, to the ultimate degree of factual detail, of a specific examination in a particular and rather narrow field; other developments of similar sort are rapidly taking place. The attainment of ideal is admittedly far in the future, but not perhaps so far as it was ten years ago.

Making a comparison between the usage of "y...
Musical Comedies Will Maintain Popularity Along With Legitimate Drama, Gershwin Averes

"Until a new form is brought into play, musical comedies will go along about the same as they are now, improving, of course, with age. There will always be a demand for legitimate drama as well as the musical type." Such is the verdict of George Gershwin, famous composer, on the future of the musical comedy and the play.

'The Rhapsody in Blue' took three weeks to compose", continued Mr. Gershwin, "I don't know exactly how to classify the Rhapsody as music. It is a combination of blues, melody, and rhythm dressed up in ragtime form. Its appeal to the public is due to a note typically American, especially in its rhythm which has been developed in this country, and, though liked by Europeans, are thoroughly appreciated only by Americans. Compositions like the Rhapsody have something of a folk quality which makes them appeal to the masses."

"Modern music, however, is not superior to the old classics. Some of the latter will never be surpassed; they stand as bits of perfection. I don't know whether jazz has come to stay permanently, but it is very likely that in certain elements it will always remain a part of American music."

"The original idea of the instructor is that the instructor can impart to his students this fire and enthusiasm which he himself has received from continuous research and his performance of his chief duty. There is no reason why it should be difficult for a teacher to give life to knowledge when the knowledge comes to him as something recently revealed to the world."

According to the President, the material gains which promote modern comfort, efficiency, and efficiency are surpassed by the rapidity with which the things of the mind are progressing. He related that Professor Taylor, Chairman of the Department of Chemistry stated recently that he is preparing a volume upon the present-day knowledge of Physical Chemistry of physicists during the latter part of the present century and that he himself has received from continuous research and his performance of his chief duty. There is no reason why it should be difficult for a teacher to give life to knowledge when the knowledge comes to him as something recently revealed to the world.

"The discoveries of our generation have taught us a wholesome lesson of humility, wonder, and joy in the face of the unseen and incomprehensible physical universe. We have learned not to take ourselves as seriously as the nineteenth century physicists took themselves. We have learned to work with new satisfaction, new hope, and new enthusiasm because there is still so much we do not understand, and, because, instead of having it all pieced together, as they thought they had, we have found in our lifetime new relations in physics that have come to light in all preceding ages put together, and because the stream of discovery as yet shows no sign of abatement.""}

President Hibben held that the realm was true in almost every other region of all the world and, as the...
DEPARTMENT OF ENGINEERING AND ARCHITECTURE

Giuseppe Bellanca, designer of the Pantheon, discusses the merits of monoplanes and their role in aviation history.

---

PHOTOGRAPHS TO CARE

The popularity of the monoplane has been growing rapidly, primarily because of its simplicity and efficiency. The monoplane design has been favored by many pilots and aviation enthusiasts due to its single wing structure, which allows for better lift and control.

---

JAYCEE HOCKEY SEASON TONIGHT

School: Their schedule for the winter is as follows:

February 15
North Jersey Country Club, 1:30
February 16
Chicago, 1:30
February 17
Quincy City, 1:30
February 18
North Jersey Country Club, away.

The following is a list of past years' games that were played.

---

ROLLINS STICKS UP FOR AMERICAN COWPUNCHER

Injured so often by a broken pelvis or head injury, Rollins was a proponent of cowpunching. He believed that cowpunching was a necessary skill for anyone who wanted to become a successful rancher.

---

FIRST SPRING STYLES FOR COLLEGE MEN

First and foremost, Men's fashion is all about getting the right balance of comfort and style. It’s important to wear clothes that are comfortable but also look good. Here are some tips on how to achieve that.

1. Choose the Right Colors:
- Light pastels can add a touch of elegance to your outfit.
- Bright colors can make you stand out in a crowd.

2. Mix and Match:
- Don't be afraid to mix different patterns and textures.
- A look with a mix of textures can be very stylish.

3. Pay Attention to Details:
- Buttons, zippers, and other small details can make a big difference.
- Pay attention to the fit and comfort of your clothes.

4. Keep it Simple:
- A simple outfit can look more stylish than a complicated one.
- Keep your accessories to a minimum.

---
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DESIGNER AND BUILDER ARGUES FOR MONOPLANES

Giuseppe Bellanca discusses the merits of monoplanes in relation to their relative efficiency and practicality.

---

USED OF COLLEGE MAN AS "STAGE SUPER" PASSING

Metropolitan Ave. Stage Manager
Flinde Students Generally Not Available When Wanted.

---

INTELCAL SWIMMERS STRIVE THIS AFTERNOON

(Continued from Page One)

Turner 1921: 100-yard relay swim